Super ACRONYM - Round 9
1. Description acceptable. Mohamed Lahyani said that this event made him forget to eat
and go to the bathroom. Participants were given champagne flutes and a crystal bowl upon
the conclusion of this event, which forced Sam Querrey to withdraw from another
competition. An IBM employee worked into the night to accommodate a necessary change
to this 2010 event's (*) scoreboard, which only counted to 47. Pizza and mashed potatoes were
brought to the American participant in this event by Andy Roddick. A plaque near the number 18
court at the All-England Club commemorates, for 10 points, what three-day, 183-game
Wimbledon face-off?
ANSWER: 2010 Isner-Mahut Wimbledon match (accept The Endless Match or the longest
tennis match in history or similar; accept answers identifying the 2010 first-round Wimbledon
match between John Isner [IZ-ner] and Nicholas Mahut [muh-HOOT]) <Vopava>
2. This man and H. Jon Benjamin voiced a set of conjoined twins on the shortlived
animated series Freak Show. Ian Hawke, a rival and former roommate of Dave Seville, was
played by this actor in the first two Alvin and the Chipmunks movies. This man discussed
his Atlanta upbringing and the aftermath of 9/11 on the comedy album Shut Up, You (*)
Fucking Baby! The film Run Ronnie Run starred a sketch show character played by this man,
who in another comedy plays an aspiring actor and "never nude" who once "blue himself." For
10 points, name this co-star with Bob Odenkirk on Mr. Show who played Tobias Funke on
Arrested Development.
ANSWER: David Cross <Nelson>
3. Two answers required. Paula Abdul's song "Sexy Thoughts" suggests that if you "love
yourself" and "think you're sexy," you should perform these actions. "All you bitches"
should take these actions according to System of a Down's "Lost in Hollywood." In
Aaliyah's debut single "Back & Forth," she spells her name "L-I-Y-A-H" just after
describing these actions. The end of the Bloodhound Gang's (*) "Fire Water Burn" repeats
instructions to perform these actions, which are also given in the hook of OutKast's "ATLiens"
and a verse of "Everybody (Backstreet's Back)." For 10 points, name this combination of actions
done with your arms.
ANSWER: throwing your hands in the air and waving them like you just don't care (accept
anything reasonably close to this that includes both parts; prompt on partial answers) <Nelson>
4. After a man in this film is complimented for his "charm," his ex-wife replies, "He comes
by it naturally--his grandfather was a snake." In this film, a character played by Ralph
Bellamy is told that he looks like "that actor, Ralph Bellamy." A mayor and sheriff in this
film take advantage of the clueless rube Joe Pettibone, who is sent by the governor with an
official (*) reprieve for Earl Williams. This film depicted reporter Hildy Johnson as a woman,
differing it from the play The Front Page. Rosalind Russell and Cary Grant star in, for 10 points,
what Howard Hawks comedy noted for its very fast dialogue and titled for a term for a female
assistant?
ANSWER: His Girl Friday <Vopava>
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5. In 2007, this food flavored a Japanese version of Pepsi partially named for it. A Reddit
thread titled The Stark Girls includes a photo of Sophie Turner holding one of these behind
a shocked Maisie Williams. National Geographic likened these things to snakes after a
series of internet videos showed them scaring (*) cats. Tofu, Banana, and this food name a
series of British shows titled for the hardness of erections. One of these foods who has co-hosted
shows like Where's God When I'm S-Scared? is friends with Bob the Tomato. Larry on Veggie
Tales is, for 10 points, what vegetable found in a man's anus in Kenzaburo Oe's [oh-ay's] novel
The Silent Cry?
ANSWER: cucumbers (or Cucumis sativus; do not accept or prompt on "pickle(s)") <Vitello>
6. The original version of this scene includes a grossly inaccurate definition of the word
"palindrome" by a supposed brother of a central character wearing a fake mustache. This
is likely the most well-known scene to involve the character Mr. Praline. One character
asks “What do you mean, ‘Miss’?” to a man with a cold in this scene, which was inspired
by a similar one about a belligerent (*) car salesman from How to Irritate People. A slug is
unsuccessfully offered to replace the central figure of this scene, which is said to be "pining for
the fjords." Michael Palin plays a shop owner in, for 10 points, what Monty Python sketch about
the attempted return of a bird?
ANSWER: the dead parrot sketch (accept the pet shop sketch or reasonable equivalents to
either) <Nelson>
7. At the 2017 World Baseball Classic, this player was injured in a home plate collision
with his MLB teammate, Drew Butera. After a prank that preceded a 4-for-4 night, this
player began regularly wearing perfume during games. A bobblehead of this player depicts
him holding a Gatorade (*) cooler, a nod to his regular dumping of them on his teammates.
Madison Bumgarner's only run surrendered in the 2014 World Series was a home run by this
player. The following postseason, this man was the battery-mate of a pitcher who started a game
unaware his father had died. The 2015 World Series MVP was, for 10 points, what catcher with
the Kansas City Royals?
ANSWER: Salvador Pérez (or Salvador Johan Pérez Diaz) <Nelson>
8. A short-lived animated show based on this game paired its protagonist with his niece
Rhonda and a mountain lion named Quick Claw. A TV ad for this game was the first
acting role of Jack Black. One sequel to this game cast Bruce Campbell as the son of the
game's protagonist. Completing this game requires collecting 32 of a certain item within (*)
20 minutes. Other sequels to this game include 1983's The Lost Caverns and one called The
Mayan Adventure. The Activision patch given for this game was labeled "Explorers Club." A
guy named Harry avoids alligators and swings on ropes in a jungle in, for 10 points, what 1982
platformer?
ANSWER: Pitfall! <Nelson>
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9. This band provided a cover of "East Bound and Down" to the King of the Hill TV
soundtrack. A 1999 single by this group appeared on the American Pie soundtrack and
claims that "love is surely better when it's gone." The title song of this band's debut album
says to "make way for my girl," as well as for the title procession (*) of fruit. This band's
biggest hit, which was written by singer Emerson Hart for his girlfriend's mother, insists that if
the listener would make a certain observation then "maybe you would understand." Lemon
Parade is the debut album of, for 10 points, what band behind the hits "Open Up Your Eyes" and
"If You Could Only See"?
ANSWER: Tonic <Nelson>
10. After starring in the 2009 film Nowhere Boy, this actor began dating and is now
married to that film' s director, who is 24 years his senior. In Joe Wright's highly
unconventional 2012 film version of Anna Karenina, this actor sported a delicate mustache
as Count Vronsky. This surprise winner of a 2016 Golden Globe for (*) Best Supporting
Actor for the film Nocturnal Animals is probably best known for two superhero roles, one of
which finds him taunting Hawkeye with the line, "You didn't see that coming?" In the
non-X-Men Marvel films, Quicksilver was played by, for 10 points, what English actor who
starred as Dave Lizewski in Kick-Ass?
ANSWER: Aaron Taylor-Johnson (or Aaron Perry Johnson) <Vopava>
11. After failing to get his teacher to regard his grade of 75% as an A, this character
accuses her of drinking "Maalox straight from the bottle." This character's companion
steals his "commander hat" in an argument over marshmallow-and-honey and chocolate
syrup sandwiches during a journey to the (*) Yukon. In his last appearance, this character
shouts "Let's go exploring!" while zooming away on a toboggan. An image of this character
sneakily filling a water balloon has been illegally misappropriated into a series of decals
depicting him pissing on various things. Spaceman Spiff is an alter ego of, for 10 points, what
boy created by Bill Watterson?
ANSWER: Calvin <Vopava>
12. Team and position required. Craig Morton held this position in the late 1970s and is a
very distant second in career games played in it. In 2012, the first starter with this position,
Frank Tripucka, allowed his retired number to be used by another holder of it. Brian
Griese [“greasy”] (*) held this role in his first five pro seasons. In 2009, a holder of this role
was traded for Kyle Orton. Paxton Lynch was drafted to hold this position in 2016 after another
of these people retired and yet another of them, Brock Osweiler, changed teams. Tim Tebow
won a playoff game in, for 10 points, what position held by Peyton Manning and John Elway?
ANSWER: Denver Broncos starting quarterback (accept either just Denver or just Broncos as
long as quarterback is given; prompt on "quarterback") <Nelson>
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13. Description acceptable. One ridiculous idea proposed in this episode requires the
participation of celebrity hypnotist Derren Brown. A character in this episode says
"Surprise me!" to a man disguised as a mustachioed French waiter, who replies, "I am
certainly endeavoring to do so, monsieur." (*) Two characters in this episode use a coded text
message to locate a kidnapped friend underneath a bonfire. Mary Morstan was introduced in this
episode, which also floats a theory involving a bungee cord to explain a prior cliffhanger. For 10
points, name this 2014 episode of a BBC series that resolved the cliffhangers from "The
Reichenbach [RYKE-en-bock] Fall."
ANSWER: The Empty Hearse (accept answers identifying the first episode of the third season
of Sherlock; accept the episode of Sherlock that explains how Sherlock faked his death or
similar) <Vopava>
14. As a child, the protagonist of the film Let's Go To Prison stole a vehicle belonging to this
company. In recent years, this company has acquired the search engine Blingo and the
mobile company Liquid Wireless. Harold Mertz founded this company in an attempt to
expand on his experience selling (*) magazine subscriptions. For a time, this company's most
well-known action was annually broadcast live immediately after the Super Bowl. Numerous
lawsuits have questioned the uses of phrases like "guaranteed winner" by, for 10 points, what
sketchy marketing company whose “prize patrol” brings checks to people's homes?
ANSWER: Publisher's Clearing House (prompt on "PCH") <Nelson>
15. A 1985 version of this song by Coil has a music video with a cameo by Marc Almond,
who is best known for his own band's version of it. The first recording of this song was a
B-side to "My Bad Boy's Comin' Home," a single for Gloria Jones. One version of this song
appeared on the 1981 album Non-Stop (*) Erotic Cabaret. The soundtrack to Not Another
Teen Movie features a goth-oriented cover of this song by Marilyn Manson. Rihanna's "SOS"
heavily samples this song, whose title entity "seems to go nowhere" and whose singer claims
"now I run from you." For 10 points, name this song about a bad relationship notably covered by
Soft Cell.
ANSWER: Tainted Love <Nelson>
16. One character in this film leaves a meeting by noting "if you don't see me again, it's
because I'm dead," and is indeed never seen again. J.D., another character in this film, asks
"who doesn't like hats?" when asked about a neck tattoo that used to read "hate." This
film opens with a character (*) lip-syncing to "Bellbottoms" by the Jon Spencer Blues
Explosion. A childhood car accident left this film's protagonist with tinnitus, forcing him to use
headphones while performing jobs for Doc, a criminal mastermind played by Kevin Spacey.
Ansel Elgort plays the title character of, for 10 points, what 2017 Edgar Wright film about a
getaway motorist?
ANSWER: Baby Driver <Nelson>
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17. One of this network's original movies starred Jared Harris and Aidan Quinn as a
post-break-up John Lennon and Paul McCartney. Pat Kiernan hosted a competition show
on this network whose first season was won by El Chupacabra. (*) The World Series of Pop
Culture aired on this network, which in 2011 sponsored a Carnival cruise called the "Best Cruise
Ever." Shows like Breaking Bonaduce [bon-uh-DOOCH-ee] and My Fair Brady were part of this
network's "Celebreality" ["celeb-reality"] programming block. "Music First" was once the slogan
of, for 10 points, what network that aired the I Love the 80’s series and Pop-Up Video?
ANSWER: VH1 (or Video Hits One) <Vopava>
18. One NBA player with this surname was the starting point guard for the Clippers in the
early 1990s and had the nickname "The General," as well as the first name Gary. Two
games into the 2016-17 season, a player with this surname was traded to the Thunder for
Ersan Ilyasova. That player's father, (*) who also has this surname, attended both Clemson
and Oklahoma and spent most of a 10-year NBA career with the Bullets. The brother of that
player, who also has this surname, wore iconic goggles while playing for the early 90's Bulls.
Brothers Jerami and Jerian have, for 10 points, what surname shared by their father Harvey and
uncle Horace?
ANSWER: Grant <Nelson>
19. In 2013, this actor presented a documentary on the Ovitz family, the largest family to
survive Auschwitz. One character played by this actor uses a trick involving a pig to make
Bavmorda banish her own soul. This actor starred six times as the title character of a
horror series whose sequels include both In The (*) Hood and Back 2 Tha Hood. The
Gringotts employee Griphook and the head of Ravenclaw house, Filius Flitwick, were both
played this this actor, who portrayed a fictionalized version of himself in the mockumentary
series Life's Too Short. For 10 points, name this star of Willow and portrayer of the Ewok Wicket
in Return of the Jedi.
ANSWER: Warwick Davis <Nelson>
20. Despite reluctance by NASA, a space capsule is named for this band at the end of the
film Hold On!. "I Gotta Dream On" was the B-side of a hit by this band whose singer
laments a girl who "made it clear it's no good to pine." This band achieved early success
with a cover of Earl-Jean's "I'm into Something (*) Good." This band behind the song "Mrs.
Brown, You've Got a Lovely Daughter" had a smash hit by covering the signature song of Henry
Champion, which describes a man enamored with the "widow next door" who shares his name
with her prior spouses. Peter Noone fronted, for 10 points, what British invasion band behind
"I'm Henry the Eighth, I Am"?
ANSWER: Herman's Hermits <Vitello>
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1. Fittingly, this man's film adaptation of Fahrenheit 451 has no opening credits; instead, the cast
and crew are announced over a montage of TV antennas. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this French New Wave director of The 400 Blows and Jules and Jim.
ANSWER: François Truffaut [frahn-swah troo-FOH] (or François Roland Truffaut)
[10] Among Truffaut's most acclaimed films was 1980's The Last Metro, which starred Catherine
Deneuve and this celebrated French actor, who starred as Cyrano de Bergerac in 1990.
ANSWER: Gérard Depardieu [deh-par-D'YEW] (or Gérard Xavier Marcel Depardieu)
[10] Truffaut's acting credits include the head UFO scientist Claude Lacombe [lah-"COMB"] in
this 1977 film that features an all-important five-note melody.
ANSWER: Close Encounters of the Third Kind (prompt on "Close Encounter(s)") <Vopava>
2. This Fighting-type Pokémon was included as a tier-three raid boss in the June 2017 gym
update to Pokémon GO. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this muscular, four-armed monster, the evolution of Machoke.
ANSWER: Machamp (do not accept or prompt on "Machop")
[10] This four-armed member of the Shokan race is the penultimate boss in the original Mortal
Kombat. In a Malibu Comics series starring him, this character is referred to as the Prince of
Pain.
ANSWER: Goro
[10] Also a member of the Shokan race, this character appeared as a boss in Mortal Kombat II.
This four-armed combatant is a member of the Tigrar [tye-grahr] clan.
ANSWER: Kintaro <Vitello>
3. Since there appear to be no funny stories about this player, you can instead know that he was
taken 60th overall by the Jacksonville Jaguars in the 2006 Draft. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this all-time leader in touchdowns and kickoff return yards for the Jags, who led the
NFL in rushing during the 2011 season.
ANSWER: Maurice Jones-Drew (accept Maurice Christopher Jones-Drew; do not accept or
prompt on just "Jones" or just "Drew")
[10] Virtually all of the Jaguars' franchise rushing records are held by either Maurice Jones-Drew
or this back, who spent 11 seasons with the team before joining the Patriots.
ANSWER: Fred Taylor (or Frederick Antwon Taylor)
[10] Jones-Drew played for Concord [kahn-CURD], California's De La Salle High School during
the school's unbelievable 151-game win streak. That streak is chronicled in this book by Neil
Hayes, which was made into a 2014 film starring Jim Caviezel.
ANSWER: When the Game Stands Tall <Vitello>
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4. For 10 points each, answer the following about TV shows and events that depict battles
between athletes and animals:
[10] The most recent example of the trend pitted Michael Phelps in a disappointing race against a
certain creature as part of this inexplicably popular TV event that airs annually on Discovery.
ANSWER: Shark Week
[10] Phelps's race was reminiscent of this 2003 Fox series that also pitted humans against
animals. In episodes of this show, a sumo wrestler lost to an orangutan in tug-of-war and a
Kodiak bear ate more hot dogs than Takeru Kobayashi.
ANSWER: Man vs. Beast (do not accept or prompt on "Man vs. Beast 2")
[10] Jackson Oz is the protagonist of this scripted CBS series that depicts a war between humans
and animals. It is based on a namesake novel by James Patterson.
ANSWER: Zoo <Vitello>
5. In 2000, this group reportedly turned down an offer of $1 billion to go on a reunion tour. For
10 points each:
[10] Name this pop group, whose self-titled album includes the hit "I Do, I Do, I Do, I Do, I Do."
ANSWER: ABBA
[10] ABBA rose to fame after winning the 1974 Eurovision Song Contest with this song; its
chorus declares, "I was defeated, you won the war."
ANSWER: Waterloo
[10] Nearly all of ABBA's hits were sung by its two female members. A notable exception is this
song, in which Björn Ulvaeus [ull-VAY-iss] insists, "I can't take a chance on a chick like you,"
and asks the title question about the fact "that you're out."
ANSWER: Does Your Mother Know? <Vopava>
6. A song ironically called "Timeless" was recorded for this film by its two lead performers. For
10 points each:
[10] Name this 2003 musical rom-com about two spring breakers in Florida. Wikipedia notes
that one character in this film is always "on the wrong side of a sexy beach patrolwoman."
ANSWER: From Justin to Kelly
[10] From Justin to Kelly director Robert Iscove had more success with this 1999 retelling of
Pygmalion, in which an awkward art student who was hot to begin with is painstakingly
transformed into a prom queen.
ANSWER: She's All That
[10] This film "defeated" From Justin to Kelly for Worst Picture at the 2003 Razzie Awards.
This film's title character appallingly kidnaps a mentally handicapped man by promising to take
him to "the Baywatch."
ANSWER: Gigli [JEE-lee] <Vitello>
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7. Craig Hollis is the true identity of this hero, who discovered his powers after a series of failed
suicide attempts. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this comic book hero, a colleague of Deathurge who is considered a Homo sapiens
supreme due to his inability to die.
ANSWER: Mr. Immortal
[10] Mr. Immortal recruited heroes like Doorman and Big Bertha when he founded a
Wisconsin-based superhero team known as the "Avengers" of these geographic features.
ANSWER: Great Lakes (accept Great Lakes Avengers)
[10] The Great Lakes Avengers were once mentored by Mockingbird and this character, an
archer who has been portrayed in films by Jeremy Renner.
ANSWER: Hawkeye (or Clint Barton) <Vitello>
8. A deluge of flip-flops were mailed to Netflix in protest of the cancellation of this show after
its unresolved second season. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this sci-fi series created by the Wachowskis. Heavy audience pressure prompted
Netflix to greenlight a two-hour finale special in June 2017.
ANSWER: Sense8 ["sensate"]
[10] The flip-flop protest references a scene from the show in which this character has a rather
comical meltdown after his longtime boyfriend Hernando leaves him.
ANSWER: Lito Rodriguez (accept either underlined portion)
[10] Several news outlets pointed out how Sense8's cancellation seemed unfounded, especially
when juxtaposed against Netflix's renewal of this series, whose self-contained first season
covered the entirety of the Jay Asher novel on which it is based.
ANSWER: Thirteen Reasons Why <Vopava>
9. This retail chain was founded by the Kaufman Brothers in 1922 as a wholesale candy
business. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this now-defunct chain of toy stores that, at its peak, claimed to be the largest mall
retailer of toys in the United States.
ANSWER: KB Toys (or Kaybee Toy Stores)
[10] In 2009, the KB Toys brand was acquired by Toys "R" Us, whose mascot is this
star-covered ungulate. This spokes-animal's family includes his wife, Gigi, and their children,
Junior and Baby Gee.
ANSWER: Geoffrey the Giraffe (prompt on just "giraffe")
[10] Toys "R" Us is the exclusive retailer of toys pitched on this Shark Tank-esque TV series,
which premiered in 2017. Its first winner, the Artsplash 3D Liquid Art, impressed both a panel of
toy industry types and a panel of kids.
ANSWER: The Toy Box <Vitello>
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10. When Sylvain Lefebvre got a chance to take this action in 1996, he opted to make its central
object the world's coolest baptismal font. For 10 points each:
[10] Name or describe this tradition, which is temporarily afforded to each person that plays on a
championship-winning NHL team.
ANSWER: spending a day with the Stanley Cup (accept reasonable equivalents that describe
getting to keep the Stanley Cup for a while; prompt on "Stanley Cup")
[10] After winning the Cup in 1987, this Oilers and Rangers great put it on the runway at a strip
club. This player trails just Wayne Gretzky and Jaromir Jagr in career points.
ANSWER: Mark (Douglas) Messier [MESS-ee-ay]
[10] After scoring the series-winning goal in overtime in the 2010 Stanley Cup Finals, this player
took the Cup home and held it up under Niagara Falls.
ANSWER: Patrick (Timothy) Kane <Nelson>
11. For 10 points each, answer the following about the prolific voice acting career of Chris
Parnell:
[10] Parnell's highest-profile voiceover role has been as this character, the comptroller of ISIS
who has an on-again-off-again relationship with Lana Kane on Archer.
ANSWER: Cyril Figgis (accept either underlined portion)
[10] Since 2013, Parnell has voiced this death-prone, utterly spineless husband of Beth Smith on
Rick and Morty.
ANSWER: Jerry Smith (prompt on "Smith")
[10] A cartoon collaboration between DreamWorks and Netflix currently features Parnell as the
voice of this inventor of the WABAC ["way-back"] machine.
ANSWER: Mr. Peabody (accept The Mr. Peabody & Sherman Show) <Vopava>
12. For 10 points each, answer the following about songs whose male singers lament that their
crushes are lesbians:
[10] Rivers Cuomo laments "I'm dumb, she's a lesbian, I thought I had found the one" in this
song from Weezer's Pinkerton, which takes its name from a gay pride symbol.
ANSWER: Pink Triangle
[10] In this song by Reel Big Fish, the subject claims that "guys don't do no more for" her and
that she doesn't "need nobody to be her man."
ANSWER: She Has a Girlfriend Now
[10] In a namesake song, Jens Lekman states "I can be your boyfriend, so you can stay with your
girlfriend" to a girl with this name. A singer and activist with this name popularized the song
"Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood" and had a hit with "I Loves You, Porgy."
ANSWER: Nina (accept Nina Simone) <Vitello>
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13. In a stupid twist, everyone who ostensibly died in this film is revealed to have actually been
kept alive to make tablets. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2016 film, set in a dystopian future where cool and attractive teens are forced to
take a standardized test that determines whether they will live or die.
ANSWER: The Thinning
[10] The Thinning was released exclusively on this service, a premium version of a
Google-owned video website.
ANSWER: YouTube Red (prompt on partial answers)
[10] This former star of Clueless and one-time contributor to the Fox News show Outnumbered
has a minor role in The Thinning.
ANSWER: Stacey (Lauretta) Dash <Nelson>
14. After a trade involving this player and team was vetoed, a different team that plays in the
same venue traded for him successfully four days later. For 10 points each:
[10] Give both the name of the then-Hornets star who was the subject of that 2011 trade, and the
team who was not allowed to trade for him according to commissioner David Stern.
ANSWER: Chris Paul being traded to the Los Angeles Lakers (prompt on partial answers or
answers that say "Los Angeles" or "LA" but not "Lakers"; do not accept or prompt on answers
that include "Clippers")
[10] Stern used this incredibly vague two-word phrase to explain why he vetoed the trade.
ANSWER: basketball reasons
[10] The Chris Paul-to-the-Lakers trade would have also involved this forward. The Atlanta
Hawks selected this six-time All-Star third overall in the 2001 draft, though he was traded on
draft night for Shareef Abdur-Rahim and others.
ANSWER: Pau Gasol (Saez) (prompt on "Gasol") <Nelson>
15. Shooting the first three S.T.A.A.R. members in this game will help unlock a secret Kronn
Hunter mode. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this light gun shooter, in which players attempt to clear a Nevada military base filled
with aliens. A sequel to this game was subtitled "Site 4."
ANSWER: Area 51
[10] Area 51 was developed by Mesa Logic, but was published by this other company whose
arcade titles have included Gauntlet and Primal Rage. Both of those games by this company
were later re-released by Midway.
ANSWER: Atari Games Corporation
[10] Mesa Logic also developed this other light gun game, which was often paired with Area 51
in a single cabinet. This game stars a heavily armed counter-terrorist who dispatches enemies
with the title amount of fortitude.
ANSWER: Maximum Force <Vitello>
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16. When this song's performer is "at the bottom," his woman acts like "Hillary Rodham." For 10
points each:
[10] Name this rap song, which describes a "shawty" who wants to "lick the wrapper." Static
Major, who guests on this song, died two weeks before its release.
ANSWER: Lollipop
[10] "Lollipop" was a hit for this rapper, who depicted a child adorned with his facial tattoos on
the cover of his album Tha Carter III ["three"].
ANSWER: Lil Wayne (prompt on Dwayne Michael "Carter" Jr.)
[10] This Mississippi rapper's hit "Shawty Say" heavily samples "Lollipop." This rapper's earlier
hits include "Like a Pimp" and "9mm" ["nine millimeter"].
ANSWER: David Banner (or Lavell William Crump) <Vitello>
17. The videotape watched by Kevin in Home Alone and the Warner Brothers cartoon Thugs with
Dirty Mugs both spoof this 1938 crime film. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this film about Rocky Sullivan, an idolized gangster who deliberately appears
cowardly on the way to his execution in order to dissuade a gang of youths from a life of crime.
ANSWER: Angels with Dirty Faces
[10] This actor, known for playing gangsters in films like The Public Enemy and White Heat,
played Rocky Sullivan. Bad impressions of this actor tend to use the line "You dirty rat."
ANSWER: James Cagney (or Jimmy Cagney or James Francis Cagney, Jr.)
[10] An iconic breakfast scene from The Public Enemy sees Cagney's character, Tom Powers,
viciously shove one of these food items into his annoying girlfriend's face.
ANSWER: grapefruit (half) <Vopava>
18. One episode of this show centered on a radio trivia contest, which included the question
"What color is a giraffe's tongue?" For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Nickelodeon series set at a summer camp, in which Sponge correctly answers
that a giraffe's tongue is black, but ends up forfeiting the prize money to the counselor, Ug.
ANSWER: Salute Your Shorts
[10] Salute Your Shorts was set at this fictional camp. Campers here sing how they hold this
place in their "hearts."
ANSWER: Camp Anawanna [AH-nuh-WAHN-nuh]
[10] Among the cast members of Salute Your Shorts was Venus DeMilo, an actress whose name
really is Venus DeMilo. She also appeared on this other 90's series about twins played by Tia
and Tamara Mowry.
ANSWER: Sister, Sister <Vitello>
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19. The subject of this work is affected by "bowel-shaking earthquakes of doubt and remorse."
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this song by Cake, which is centered on a man who is "driving and striving and
hugging the turns" while "thinking of someone for whom he still burns."
ANSWER: The Distance
[10] "The Distance" appears on this seminal Cake album, whose sort-of title track has a chorus
that emphatically repeats the phrase "shut the fuck up."
ANSWER: Fashion Nugget (prompt on “Nugget”)
[10] In Cake's single "Short Skirt/Long Jacket," the singer wants a girl with "a voice that is dark
like tinted glass" and who has "fingernails that shine like" this concept.
ANSWER: justice <Vitello>
20. In 2012, this man was widely criticized for questioning the Freeh Report on the actions of
Jerry Sandusky. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this baseball writer and analyst, who devised statistics like win shares and runs
created. He may be the person most directly responsible for the spread of empirical analysis in
baseball.
ANSWER: Bill James (or George William James)
[10] Bill James coined this now-ubiquitous term for that style of analytical management, which
he derived from the name of a baseball research group. Its use by the A's is the subject of
Moneyball.
ANSWER: sabermetrics
[10] James also created this baseball stat, which evaluates a specific performance by a starting
pitcher. Kerry Wood's May 6, 1998 start has the highest value for this stat in a 9-inning game.
ANSWER: game score (prompt on “score”) <Nelson>

